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3. (a)

(b)

Interpret the conceptual difference between the benefit-cost ratio and the
profitability index with physical significance. (C02)

(POll)
(15)

(C04)
(POll)

A public project being considered by a local government has the following
estimated benefit-cost profile in BDT:
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Assume that i = 10%, N = 5 and K = 1.

(i) Compute a C 1, Cl and BC (10%).

(ii) Compute probability index (7%) and determine whether it is worth
funding the program.

4. (a)

(b)

Describe the accounting depreciation with their primary purposes. (06)
(C02)
(POll)

(08)

(C04)
(P03)

Consider the following accounting information for a computer system:
Cost basis of the asset (1) = BDT IO,000;

Useful life (N) = 5 years;

Estimated salvage value (S) = BDT 2,000.
Compute the armual depreciation allowances and the resulting book values using

the double-declining-balance depreciation method.
The average cost in BDT of family of four members to attend a game is given

as 276.249 287.849 3 13.83> 320.71, 326.45, 334.78 and 339.01 for year of 2005,

20069 20079 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, respectively.
(i) Evaluate the specific inflation rate for each period.

(ii) Determine the average inflation rate over the six-year time period.

(C) (11)
(C04)
(P03)

5. (a) State three methods of determining the project risk assessment with physical
significance.

(06)
(COI)
(POI)

(07)
(C03)
(P02)

(b) Categorize the factors to be estimated for making a major capital lnvestrnent
during the analysis of the project risk.
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(C) TFA Corporation had a gross income of BDT 34,000,000 in tax-Year 1> BDT
590009000 in salaries, BDT 4,000,000 in wages, BDT 1,000,000 in depreclatlon

expenses> a loan principal payment of BDT 200,000, and a loan interest paYment
of BDT 210,000. Assume the marginal tax rates as 15% for BDT (0-509000)>

25% for BDT (509001-75 1000)) 34% for BDT (75,001-100,000), 39% for BDT
(IOO,OO1-335,000), 34% for BDT (335,OOI-lO,000,OOC)), 35% fQ' BDT
10,000,000 and up.

(i) Calculate the taxable income in tax-year 1.

(ii) Compute the income tax in tax-year 1
(iii) Calculate the marginal tax rate in tax.-year 1.

(iv) Compute the average tax rate in tax-year 1.

(v) Determine the net income of the company in tax-year 1

(12)

(C04)
(PC)3)

6. (a)

(b)

(C)

Interpret inflation and explain the effects of inflation on project cash-flow
analysis.

(06)
(C02)
(POll)

(07)
(C03)
(P02)
(12)

(C04)
(P03)

Classify various costs along with their financial statements in the project cash-
flow analysis.

A(, Company expects the following financial results from a project during its
first year operation:
Sales revenue: BDT 500,000; Variable costs: BDT 250,000; Fixed costs: BDT

150>000; Total unit produced and sold: 25,000 units.

(i) Compute total income before tax.
(ii) Compute the contribution margin in units sold and in sales dollars.

(iii) Compute the break-even point in units sold,
(iv) Compute number of units that would have to be sold each year to earn

a minimum target of net income of BDT 50,000.
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